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scoutPRO Adds Import Roster Feature, Automatically Optimizing 
Fantasy Football Rosters Based on League Rules 

High-tech enhancements improve scoutPRO’s roster optimization functionality and help 
GMs accurately identify which players to start 

 
ATLANTA (August 22, 2013) – Today, Competitive Sports Analysis (CSA), leading 
provider of sports analytics, unveiled an import roster feature for its signature product, 
scoutPRO® Fantasy Football.  The new tool provides fantasy football general 
managers (GMs) automatic league customization for roster optimization, and makes 
scoutPRO the only fantasy football software product on the market with this level of 
sophistication.  
 
With just a few clicks of a mouse, subscribers can now 
import a roster, and scoutPRO’s software will automatically 
optimize the roster based on the subscriber’s individual 
league rules and scoring system.  Further, the import roster 
feature supports all of the top fantasy football sites and 
provides recommendations based on scoutPRO’s patented 
fantasy point predictions.  Click here to watch a video 
demo of the new import roster tool. 
 
When a roster is imported to scoutPRO, the new tool will 
recognize what positions a GM’s league has, and use that 
information to optimize each roster based specifically on the 
GM’s league's rules, even FLEX positions.  In fact, scoutPRO’s software will now 
recognize WR/TE, RB/WR or any other type of FLEX position. 
 
“Our new import roster feature gives busy GMs a leg up on the competition as the 2013 
NFL season begins,” said Diane Bloodworth, founder and CEO of CSA. “Our team of 
technologists and high stakes experts are constantly developing new ways to provide 
the most accurate fantasy football predictions.  This import roster tool is a great addition 
to our patented software, and helps us achieve our goal of providing the most reliable 
fantasy football recommendations on the market.” 
 
The new feature is only available to scoutProjector subscribers, which costs $29.99 and 
also includes exclusive VIP access to scoutPRO’s high stakes expert, Nelson Sousa.  
GMs can click here to subscribe today. 
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About Competitive Sports Analysis 
Competitive Sports Analysis (CSA) is a leading provider of predictive data for sports. In 
2011, CSA launched its initial product, scoutPROTM Fantasy Football, which gives 
general managers highly accurate, league-winning predictions through smart, patented 
software that consistently beats the competition and revolutionizes roster management. 
Today, scoutPRO Fantasy Football is one of the best tools on the market with a more 
than 60 percent accuracy rating. After much consumer and industry praise, the 
company debuted scoutPRO Fantasy Baseball in the spring of 2013.  For more 
information, visit www.competitivesportsanalysis.com and follow @CSAscoutPRO on 
Twitter. 


